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Karasu Kuuhaku

Karasu Kuuhaku is a player character created by Mike W (who disappeared in 2009). In 2021 Wes
adopted this character to get her updated.

Karasu Kuuhaku

Species: Nekovalkyrja
Gender: Female
Height: 5'4“
Weight: 105 lbs.
Bra Size: 32C

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Starship Operator

Rank: Shoi
Current Placement:
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'4” Mass: 105 lbs. Measurements: 32-24-34 Bra Size: 32C

Build and Skin Color: Kuuhaku is slender and has a nice set of “assets”(in her own modest opinion).
Her skintone is a fair-white shade, if a bit on the pale side.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Kuuhaku has an oval shaped face with small green and gold flecked
eyes.

Hair Color and Style: Kuuhaku's hair descends to the middle of her back and is often kept in a braid(or
pig-tail braids) while on duty. Its color is predominately black, with several deep red streaks running
through it.

Distinguishing Features: Kuuhaku has a series of pink dots ranging down her back, identifying her
SPINE interface.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Kuuhaku is very calm, and often gives off an aura of seriousness. In reality, she is often
quite happy and has a playful heart. She carries out her duties to the best of her abilities, sometimes
pushing herself a little too far. Off duty, however, she is notoriously lazy; often seen with unbrushed hair
and a generally disheveled looking appearance.

Likes: Quiet, chicken, Scotch, electronic music Dislikes: Beer, salmon, unnecessary noise Goals: To
further the goals of Yamatai, and find some enjoyment in her downtime.

History

Family (or Creators)

Ketsurui Zaibatsu

Pre-RP

Kuuhaku was created in one of the latest batches of NH-29s in YE 31. She was kept at a star army facility
for emotional/psychological evaluation and preliminary training. It was when one of her handlers noted
her adeptness with Starship Operations that she chose the name she now carries. Now deemed fit for
duty, she awaits her first posting.

In YE 43 she earned a promotion to Shoi through the Accelerated Officer Program.
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Skills

Communication

Kuuhaku is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and
receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in
both combat and non-combat conditions. Being a Neko, she is also skilled in telepathic communication.
Kuuhaku is fluent in Nepleslian and Yamataian. She can speak and write both correctly and efficiently and
can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Fighting

Kuuhaku received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is
skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor. Her preferred
method of combat is in energy pistols due to their light and range advantages.

Technology Operation

Kuuhaku is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information as well as basic programming
techniques.

Mathematics

When being schooled Kuuhaku took advanced courses such as Trigonometry and Calculus. She also
showed some promise in her study of dimensional theory while training for Starship Operations.

Starship Operations

Kuuhaku has basic knowledge on the workings and operations of a variety of starships based on her
studies. She specializes in astrometrics and navigation.

Vehicles

While learning Starship Operations, Kuuhaku also picked up some of the finer points of piloting smaller
craft. Her favorites are of course hovercrafts and other forms of atmospheric vehicles.
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Physical

During her training, Kuuhaku spent time learning basic acrobatics and zen meditation techniques.

Inventory

Items

1 Combat Armor (Daisy)
Duffle Bag
Backpack
Wooden jewelry box with red velvet interior (for medals and mementos)

Clothing

3 Duty Uniforms
2 Exercise Uniforms
1 pair leather gloves, dark gray
2 pairs leather boots, dark gray
4 additional black sport bras/swimsuit top
4 black panty
8 pair of black boot Socks
1 yukata (cotton robe), white, with navy blue print of various silhouettes of Star Army starships.
1 black sash for yukata
1 pair black sandals
1 Rank Pin (See: Star Army Ranks)
Fleet Insignia Patch on left arm of each duty uniform
Star Army of Yamatai “Star Army Hinomaru” patch on right arm of each duty uniform
Fleece jacket, Multi-Net 3 Camouflage Pattern.
1 tricorner hat, thick black felt with red border * 1 overcoat, black, thigh length with empire waist
1 scarf, occupational color. * Star Army Helmet, Type 30
1 Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES)

Pistol Belt

1 pistol belt, leather, dark gray, with holster for service pistol
Ketsurui Zaibatsu Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 30
3 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 2 extra)
Star Army Communicator, Type 29
Star Army Flashlight, Type 30
Survival knife, solid diamond with rubberized grip and lanyard
Earplugs
Field Bandage
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Personal Hygiene

These items are expendable and can be reissued whenever needed. These will not need to be returned.

1 Black waterproof shower kit bag with detachable shoulder strap
1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 hairbrush, round type
1 pair nail clippers

Random

Autonomous Nurse Unit (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 18-26, IC: 507-11783-42)
Starship internal gravity generator (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 51-71, IC: 3678-32149-116)
Automated Operating Table (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 43-91, IC: 3970-41280-129)

Finances

Karasu Kuuhaku is currently a Shoi in the Star Army of Yamatai. She receives a weekly salary of 50 KS
per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

OOC Notes

Approval Thread
Orders Thread

Character Data
Character Name Karasu Kuuhaku
Character Owner Wes
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shoi
SAOY Occupation Star Army Starship Operator
SAOY Assignment Fort Minori Reserve Center
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